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The Rise оf Powers: the United 
States Or «City On A Hill»

There have been efforts to define the role of the United States in Internited States in Inter in Inter
national Relations as an American discipline in an international environ
ment where the USA arose as the sole superpower. In this context, it can be 
said the Realist/Neorealist school, which is one of the established theoreti
cal schools in international relations, is undergoing a change. In fact, some 
representatives of the Realist school, who are head over heels due to the 
USA’s «privileged» and «superior position», have been criticised for acting 
in accordance with views that are close to «hegemony» and «neoliberal 
views» and ceasing to be Realists. The central role of states by which an or
dinary state becomes a «great power», which is one of the most frequently 
criticised concepts of the Realist approach, the developments that lead to 
this process and the factors such as the economic and military potentials 
of great powers are among the subtopics that will be covered extensively 
in this study. The state to be able to defend its national interests, it needs 
to be powerful. In this context, the purpose of this paper is listing of the 
important historical events to shed light on the status of the US as «great 
power» by citing the events that contributed to his rise. 
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Но гаева А.

Күш тер дің да муы: АҚШ  
не ме се «Тө бе де гі қа ла»

АҚШ жа һан ның те ті гін ұс таушы күш ке ай нал ған нан кейін оның 
бұл рө лін ха лы қа ра лық дә ре же де ай ғақ тайт ын жа ңа теория лар пай да 
бол ды. Осы кез ден бас тап атақ ты Реа лист/ Неореа лист мек теп те өз
ге ріс ке ұшы рай бас тайды. Тіп ті АҚШтың же кеда ра үс тін ді гі не бай
ла ныс ты «ге ге мо ния», «неоли бе рал ды» көз қа рас тар ға жа қын сөй ле ге
ні жә не реа лист көз қа рас тан ауыт қы ға ны үшін сын ға ұшы рап жат ты. 
Реа лист көз қа рас тың ең көп сы нал ған ұстаным да ры ның бі рі мем ле
кет тер дің ор та лық тан ды рыл ған рө лі, қа тар да ғы бір мем ле кет тің су
пер күш ке айна луы, осы үде ріс ке сеп ті гін ти гі зе тін фак тор лар, сол 
се кіл ді үл кен күш тер дің қы лап ты су ына жағ дай жа сайт ын эко но ми ка
лық жә не әс ке ри по тен циал дар қоз ға ла ды. Бір мем ле кет тің ұлт тық 
мүд де сі қор ға луы үшін бұл ел дің өзі қай рат ты жә не күшқуаты мық
ты бо луы қа жет. Мұн дай тұ жы рым да ма ны бас шы лық қа ала оты рып, 
мақ са ты мыз ма ңыз ды та ри хи оқи ға лар ға қыс қа шо лу жа сап, АҚШ
тың «алып күш» дә ре же сі не же ту үшін жа са ған қа дам да рын көр се ту 
бо лып та бы ла ды. 

Түйін сөз дер: АҚШ, ерек ше лі гі, сырт қы сая сат, күш, ст ра те гия.

Но гаева А.

Вз лет дер жав: США  
или «Го род на хол ме»

В меж ду на род ной сре де, где США воз ник ли как единст вен ная 
сверх дер жа ва в Меж ду на род ных От но ше ниях, восп ри ни маемых в 
ка че ст ве аме ри ка нс кой дис цип ли ны, бы ли предп ри ня ты уси лия для 
оп ре де ле ния ро ли Соеди нен ных Шта тов. В этом кон текс те мож но 
ска зать, что шко ла реа лиз ма /неореа лиз ма, ко то рая яв ляет ся од ним 
из уко ре нив ших ся теоре ти чес ких школ, пе ре жи вает свою эво лю цию. 
В са мом де ле, не ко то рые предс та ви те ли шко лы реа лиз ма, у ко то рых 
го ло ва шла кру гом изза «иск лю чи тель ности» и «при ви ле ги ро ван но го 
по ло же ния» США, бы ли под верг ну ты кри ти ке за мыс ли, близ кие к 
неоли бе раль ным вз гля дам и «ге ге мо нии». Цент раль ная роль го су да
рс тва, с по мощью ко то ро го обыч ное его сос тоя ние прев ра щает ся в 
«ве ли кую дер жа ву», со бы тия, ко то рые при во дят к это му про цес су, 
и та кие фак то ры, как эко но ми чес кий и воен ный по тен циал ве ли ких 
дер жав сре ди пунк тов, ко то рые бу дут ос ве ще ны в этом исс ле до ва
нии. Го су да рс тво долж но быть силь ным, что бы быть в сос тоя нии отс
таи вать свои на циональ ные ин те ре сы. В этом кон текс те цель дан ной 
статьи – об ра тить вни ма ние на важ ные ис то ри чес кие со бы тия, да бы 
про лить свет на воз вы ше ние США, ссы лаясь на со бы тия, ко то рые 
при ве ли к их расц ве ту. 

Клю че вые сло ва: США, иск лю чи тель ность, внеш няя по ли ти ка, 
влас ть, ст ра те гия.
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The United States of America or the «city on a hill» is a country 
of differences in many respects. (This phrase was first used by John 
Winthrop in 1630, and later became popular when historian Sacvan 
Bercovitch argued that the USA was a model of country that was 
based on a common imagination. ) [1] Whereas China and Russia 
are geographically land states, the USA seems like an island state. 
When we compare it with the great powers, the USA has a history of 
only two hundred years. According to French author Fransız Maxi-
me Lefebvre, another distinctive quality of the USA is that although 
it invented neither freedom, or democracy, nor parliament or human 
rights, it has imposed the values of liberal democracy all across the 
world with a messianic and almost religious vision [1; 7 б.].

However, despite its short history and distance from the traditio-
nal centers of power, the USA has become the only country that has 
an extensive network and perception of security since the collapse 
of the USSR. Besides this, the USA has made significant progress 
in other fields as to leave its rivals behind. According to Lefebvre, 
the USA, which became the world’s first economic power nearly a 
hundred years after the British colonies gained their independence, 
is equipped with a foreign policy characterised by two dominant fe-
atures: «isolationism and protection of interests provided by power» 
[1; 11 б.]. According to another view, the USA owes its success to 
the «imagination» of its people. So, Former American Secretary of 
State, Condoleezza Rice, pointed out that the USA’s success was ba-
sed on a powerful imagination that depended on the unique concept 
of American Realism [3]. Determining foreign policy on the basis 
of the various principles ranging from isolationism to pragmatism, 
American administrators have not given up the Founding Fathers 
idea of exceptionalism. However, factors such as favourable world 
conjuncture, industrial development, qualified workforce that it ob-
tains from abroad, and the policies that it has pursued have played a 
role in the USA’s acquiring its present exceptional status. 

At the end of the 20th century, the USA became the driving 
force of the world economy. Here economic (27 % growth between 
1990 and 2007, GNP 13.5 trillion dollars in 2007, which constituted 
27 % of the world GNP), military (it has 400 military bases across 
the world), political-diplomatic and ideological (there are 15 thou-
sand NGOs globally that voice American interests), information –
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communication (90 % of the websites are American, 
40 % of the computers are in the USA, 100 of the 
global channels are American, 200 of the largest lib-
raries are in America, 85 % of the cinema sector is 
American) [4; 26 б.] and education (475.200 foreign 
students come to the USA for education annually) 
[5] factors are effective. 

As Professor Thomas A.Bailey observed, the 
USA has emerged as a world power since it declared 
its independence in 1776. In other words, the «Ame-
rican Age» has been in the making since the nation 
was established. Even before the «American Age» , 
the colonies were in a position to compete with the 
great European powers of the time in terms of its 
population, land area, economic power, wealth of 
natural resources, and especially ambition [6; 1 б.]. 
Then, having made a policy change, the USA distan-
ced itself from European affairs and began to pur-
sue isolationist policies. However, as it became the 
world’s largest power as a result of its development 
in political, economic and military fields thanks to 
the active role it played in Latin America and Asia, 
it gradually abondoned its isolationist policies and 
began to pursue an «interventionist» policy in the 
regional and international developments. In the ear-
ly 20th century, the USA intervened in Mexico, the 
Caribbeans and Latin American countries. Moreo-
ver, the American policies towards Central Ameri-
can countries, which are strategically very impor-
tant, aimed at establishing military, economic and 
political hegemony in the region [7; 48- 49 б.]. As 
a matter of fact, the collapse of the Soviet Union in 
1991 allowed the USA to establish a strategic sup-
remacy in military, economic, and political fields. 

Dynamics of Economic Power 
Economic power, which Carr defines as the se-

cond tool of national policy, is used to gain power 
and influence abroad. This power assumes two ba-
sic forms: capital export and control over foreign 
markets. Capital export has become a well-known 
practice of powerful states [8; 114 б.]. Sectors such 
as chemicals, automotive and production of white 
goods are highly advanced thanks to the increased 
speed of work and mass production. Subsequent to 
the Second World War, the USA emerged as a great 
power that has a say on international platforms.

As founders of international financial institu-
tions such as IMF and the World Bank, the USA 
continues to supervise these organisations. These 
institutions, which are tools of the international sys-
tem that was established after World War II, offer 
loans to countries and thus enable countries to have 
an economic structure that will adapt to the capita-
list international economy. Though the USA is conf-

ronted by rapidly growing economies such as China 
and India, the business world order is predominant-
ly under American control and «all of the modern 
management methods like taylorism, fordism, the 
role of advisory organisations and supervision have 
come from the other side of the Atlantic» [2; 94- 
96  б.].

Besides economic and technical development, 
the USA was also the greatest «brain collector». 
Today, too, the USA is among the leading countries 
that attract a well-educated, qualified, and competent 
workforce. In a report prepared by Confederation of 
Turkish Employers’ Unions [9], the contribution 
of qualified immigrants to the American economy 
was calculated to be about 150 thousand dollars 
per capita annually. Indeed, the «qualified staff» 
factor has added to the USA’s power. Here, brain 
drain, which played the most prominent role in the 
development of Germany and Japan after World 
War II, can be remembered.

The economic power of the USA is so complica-
ted as to imply that the USA should not behave inde-
pendently of the EU, Japan, China and others. Since 
the power distribution may change in economic mat-
ters, the USA should not use the concept of «unipolar 
world» thoughtlessly. The reason for this is that the 
«common trade policy» pursued by the EU, and es-
tablishment of the World Trade Organisation whose 
international agreements were secured under a legally 
binding system, emerged as factors that limited the 
economic power of the USA [2; 95 б.] . However, 
the military power that the USA possesses is the fun-
damental reason for the use of concepts such as «the 
only super power», «unipolarity», «hegemony» and 
even «American Empire» [10; 14  б.].

The Military Potential of the USA
One of the most important factors that led to Pax 

Americana in paralel to an increase in the economic 
power of the USA, which became a Great Power 
thanks to the aforementioned reasons, is the military 
supremacy of the USA. 

It was reported in the 2006 annual report of 
Stockholm International Peace Research Institu-
te SIPRI, which is one of the independent resear-
ch centers in Europe, that military spendings in the 
world reached 1 trillion 204 billion dollars, and al-
most half of this figure (46 %), that is 528.7 billion 
dollars, belonged to the USA alone. Costly opera-
tions in Afghanistan and Iraq constituted most of 
these spendings. (The USA is followed by Britain 
with 59 billion, France with 53 billion, China with 
49.5, Japan with 43 billion, Germany with 37 billi-
on, Russia with 34.7 billion, Italy with 29.9 billion, 
and Saudi Arabia with 29 billion dollars) [11.]. The 
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USA and Russia were the biggest arms dealers in 
the 2002–2006 period. The countries that bought the 
largest quantities of arms in this period were Chi-
na and India. The increase in the money allocated 
to arms purchases was not so high in the Cold War 
era as it is now. While the increase was 2 per cent 
annually in the late 1980s, today the annual increase 
is about 6 per cent. As was stated in the report, the 
amount of global spending in 2006 increased by 37 

per cent in comparison to 10 years before. In other 
words, countries that increase their economic power 
also increase their military potential in the name of 
ensuring their security. On the other hand, according 
to the 2007 data of International Strategic Research 
Institute, the total military spendings in the world 
was 1.36 trillion dollars, and almost half of them, 
i.e. 644 billion dollars, belonged to the USA [12; 
99 б.]. 

 

İran   % 0,5
Japan % 3

Russis  % 4 Other statres  
% 13

USA  % 47,5

NATO  states (exept 
ABD )  % 23

China % 9

Figure 1 – The share of defense expenditures in military budgets in the world
 Sources: SIPRI, U.S. Department of Defense, 2007

As we stated before, the supremacy of the USA 
seems to be beyond debate thanks to modern wea-
pons and technology. Nevertheless, China and Rus-
sia, which began military reforms, are implementing 
serious modernization efforts in their armies. Even 
in today’s atmosphere of financial crisis, Russia sta-
tes that it will not reduce its military spendings. 

The policy of the USA administration aimed at 
increasing this massive military potential has gained 
considerable support from the public. The clearest 
expression of the society’s support or criticism has 
been the tradition of writing letters to the presidents 
of the time [13]. The softening of the USA’s tough 
policies during the Clinton administration have been 
met with criticism [14]. The armed forces of the USA 
do not only provide security for the country; the con-
tinuation of the supremacy of the American armed 
forces serves an important function in sustaining the 
privileged and superior position of the USA.

Countries are trying to take lessons from the 
USA’s practices and follow positive examples. 
For example, Russia is trying to impose its own 

currency on the countries close to it with which it 
has intensive trade. Thus, it is trying to reduce the 
power of the dollar by increasing the use of ruble 
( Since an abrupt devalution of the dollar and the 
collapse of the system which depends of the power 
of American economy may lead all countries to 
decline, this process may be implemented gradually 
). China, on the other hand, resorted to «copying» 
the USA’s idea of «brain collector». According to 
news reported in the newspaper China Daily [15], 
Chinese employers will take advantage of the crisis 
and provide employment for managers who were 
laid off in the USA Thus, two goals will be achieved 
in one go. First, the need for experienced staff will be 
met and second it will be demonstrated that Chinese 
economy stands on firm ground. In other words, big 
states are endeavoring to become big powers and 
have begun to lay the groundwork leading to this. 

From book: Russia, the USA and China in Cen
tral Asia:A Pursuit of Balance in the New World Or
der, LAP Puplishing, Saarbrücken, Germany, 2014).
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